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A fantastic comprehensive guide to building boats for the amateurs and professionals alike. It
will help the amateur to turn out a credible piece of work and aid the apprentice boat builder in
learning his trade. If the instructions and methods within this book are followed carefully they will
result in well constructed craft that will be seaworthy and weatherly. Profusely illustrated with
diagrams and photographs.

From the Back Cover'Theaters of the Body is a landmark contribution to the study of the
psychosoma by one of the world's most important psychoanalytic thinkers and clinicians. In this
book, Joyce McDougall presents a bold and exciting recasting of the psychoanalytic approach
to the fascinating question of the relationship between the mind and the body.
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forestayMain spreader showing tang fittingsThe Launching“There is something about the
building of a boat, . . . that grips one’s attention and stirs up latent ambitions and enthusiasms”—
(page 3)PrefaceBOAT BUILDERS may be placed in two classifications, the amateur and the
professional. The amateur builds for the fun of it and to enjoy the fruits of his labor later on; the
professional for his bread and butter. They have a common bond in that both are vitally
interested in maintaining a high standard in an art in which few other man-made things require
more careful workmanship.This book is written in the hope that it will help maintain these high
standards; help the amateur to turn out a creditable piece of work and aid the apprentice boat
builder in learning his trade. The methods shown herein are pretty well standard throughout the
boat building world, and if carefully followed through will result in a well constructed craft, which,
combined with proper design, will be seaworthy and weatherly.Chapter IIN GENERALTHERE is
something about the building of a boat that differs from the building of anything else, something
that grips one’s attention and stirs up latent ambitions and enthusiasm. As with almost
everything connected with the sea, there is considerable romance associated with all manner of
boats, whether they be cargo carriers, fishermen, or just an average man’s pleasure boat.
Historians tell us this has been so all down the ages from the time man first drifted down the river
on a log with a stick in his hands for a paddle. The ancient and the primitive people took great
pride in their craft and associated them with all sorts of real and vague personalities, as witness
the decorations on the Phœnician and Viking ships, and on the war canoes of our own North
Pacific Indians. Our clipper ships had their beautifully carved figureheads, and while these have
vanished with the passing of the clipper bow, we still endow our boats with names of romance
and adventure. We also continue to sacrifice not a little in convenience and practicability to
graceful lines and an appearance pleasing to the eye.Considerable pleasure may be had in
constructing a piece of furniture or even a house, but after all it is something inanimate, while to
build a boat is to produce a thing of life and character. Few occupations offer an equal outlet for
man’s inborn urge to build something, and there is neither monotony nor drudgery nor very hard
labor; instead there is variety and light clean work, just difficult enough to challenge one’s ability
and hold his interest.One need not build or contemplate building to be interested in the boat
builder’s art, as the owner or yachtsman having one constructed, or for that matter already in
possession of a boat, is interested in construction methods and standard practice. He is
however at a disadvantage in not having technical knowledge or experience to guide him as to
how things should be done, and information regarding this subject is not readily
available.Various factors, one of them the crowding of our highways, have awakened or
promoted a revival in boating, and people have come to realize that there is no better form of
recreation. More boats are being constructed today than ever before, consequently more young
fellows are learning the trade and more amateurs are building their own boats. High schools in
coastal cities now have boat building classes in connection with their regular manual training
curriculum, and vocational schools teaching boat building exclusively have also been



established. It is for the students in these schools, the apprentice in the boat shop, the amateur
building his dream boat at home, and any one interested in how boats are constructed, that this
book is proposed as a guide and textbook.The professional builder can also perhaps glean
some useful information, not so much in construction methods, but from some of the cost data
and rigging and other details contained herein.A book, Small Boat Building, published by
Scribners in 1934 and written by the author, has had extensive distribution, but, as its name
implies, it is for smaller boats, such as rowboats, outboards, runabouts and small sailboats. No
attempt was made to cover the construction of the cruiser or large sailboat, and in fact the round-
bottom boat was not considered at all. Considerable inquiry for some publication that would
cover this field has prompted the publication of this manual, and it is felt that it will be of material
assistance to the student mechanic and the amateur.It would be well to state here that the
construction of a boat, excepting the simplest of box-like punts, requires considerable natural
mechanical ability or previous experience. As most amateurs who tackle a boat do so partly
because they enjoy working with tools, they therefore possess natural ability, and from my
observation generally wind up with a serviceable boat. Previous experience is of course a
wonderful aid; one amateur of my acquaintance built first a “Snipe,” comparatively easy to build,
his next boat was a 21 ft. keel sloop, and his latest a 34 footer. He has done a job that would be a
credit to any boat shop. It is not my purpose to discourage any one or shake his confidence, but
no one should undertake the task with the impression that building a boat is no trick at all.THE
PLANSThe wisdom of building from proper plans by a competent naval architect cannot be too
strongly stressed. Not only are time and labor saved but the builder is reasonably certain that the
boat will meet his expectations; will have a trim appearance and perform as a properly designed
boat should perform.“A little knowledge is a dangerous thing,” and nowhere is this phrase better
applied than to naval architecture. There are amateur and semi-professional designers scattered
throughout the land, who for a small fee or none at all will draw up your plans. Perfection in
marine design is gained only by years of experience and study; the fee that a recognized naval
architect will charge you is the best money you can spend on the boat. I am not stating this with
any idea of putting in an oar for my own profession, but because personal observation has
convinced me that it is true. Your boat will not only be a better boat but it will have a decidedly
greater resale value should the time ever come when you wish to dispose of it.The possibility of
wishing to sell the boat at some future time should always be kept in mind. Boat owners are
never satisfied and in a few years you may have something larger or faster in mind, and if your
present boat can be sold at a favorable figure the new one will probably be built. There are of
course other reasons or possibilities, some of them not too pleasant to contemplate, but
nevertheless to be reckoned with.TOOLSIt might be well here to mention tools required, as the
impression that a large number of expensive and elaborate machine tools are required is
erroneous. Fairly large, heavily built schooners have been built with no machine tools at all and
the planking ripped out with a sharp hand saw. It pays the boat shop of course to be elaborately
equipped with labor-saving machinery, but in building one boat, one or two pieces are all that is



required.For a boat of any size a power band saw is a great help, and perhaps also a power drill,
though the latter should not cost too much to own, as a good many holes can be drilled by hand
for a very few dollars. Work requiring a shaper, planer or rip saw can be taken to a shop, and
there will be but little that cannot be done by the band saw or hand tools.Aside from the ordinary
hand tools in common use, the builder will require a few special hand tools. For planking he will
need a hold on; this may consist of a short piece of shafting or maul head and is used to hold
against the frame when driving planking nails.Other tools are a small bevel, as shown in Fig. 29,
for planking, also a larger bevel, a wooden rabbet plane for fairing up planking, and some boat
clamps (see Chapter VII), at least a half dozen.Wooden planes are seldom available, though
universally used for some work by the professional. A wood smoothing plane is much superior
for smoothing off the hull, and a jack plane or jointer, either iron or wood, is a necessity for fairing
up plank edges at the bench.You will need of course a small caulking iron and the hand drill with
the turning handle on the side is much superior to the push type. When selecting bitts avoid the
large worm as it will often split the plank end, and be sure your bitt fits the plugs.BUILDING
COSTSBuilding your own spreads the construction over quite a long period, thus making it
possible to finance it as the work progresses; however, a few hasty figures are likely to prove
very deceptive. Often the cost of the lumber order is carefully figured under the impression that
aside from the power plant this will be the major cost. Roughly speaking it is really about 20% of
the total. Hardware, tanks, fittings, nails and rigging and other items make up the balance, and
the cost of all these should be carefully ascertained with a little more added for items
overlooked, and unforeseen expense.The prime motive after all in building one’s own boat is the
saving derived therefrom. There are of course other reasons, generally secondary however,
such as the pride of accomplishment, the natural urge to build, or a father may vision a healthy
and wholesome employment of his son’s spare time and an outlet for his surplus energy. The
fact remains, however, that those who can abundantly afford it generally purchase the
completed boat ready to step into and start cruising.The boat builder, amateur or professional, is
therefore vitally interested in building costs, and the amateur in the amount of saving he can
realize by doing part or all the work himself. To show graphically how the average boat dollar is
distributed, I have constructed the graphs on pages 6 and 8. Material and labor costs vary
greatly with conditions and locality and it is too much to expect more than a rough estimate from
any such chart, no matter how carefully compiled. For instance, one builder could plank his boat
with teak, another with pine; one owner may equip his boat lavishly and another very plainly, thus
throwing out of proportion these items. All sailors know that whereas the local sailmaker may
make a fairly good suit of sails for $100, several firms in the cup defender class will charge three
times this amount.The item of motor accessories is shown to be more than one-quarter for the
power boat and for the sailboat about one-third the cost of the motor. By accessories is meant all
items and equipment pertaining to the propelling equipment aside from the motor. As this
estimate may seem high I have listed these items required on a small four-cylinder gas engine of
probably about 40 H.P. With expensive motors this ratio will of course be lower, and with the



cheaper motor it will not be quite high enough.The list on page 8 will show the importance of
carefully listing each part or item entering into the construction of the boat. Without first obtaining
complete plans and specifications this of course cannot be done; however, a fairly close
estimate can be made using these cost graphs or charts. They should be useful to the
professional builder also as a rough check on his figures and would prevent the wide divergence
in bids so often noted, in which some one always bids too low, to his sorrow.Stuffing box
$2.15Stern bearing1.70Shaft8.75Propeller10.50Intake scoop1.00Valves3.05Silencer and
exhaust pipe13.20Bell cranks for controls4.11Copper tubing2.45Gasoline strainer4.80Starter
cable1.20Fuse and block1.00Sea cock1.15Engine bolts1.32Choke and
wire3.10Battery8.00Machine work10.00Miscellaneous10.00———$87.48COST ESTIMATEThe
amount of lumber required in the building of the average power cruiser is shown by the following
curve; heavily built boats will run a little over and lightly built a little less. The length over all will
give the total amount to be used in the construction of the boat and from this figure we can
closely estimate the cost of the lumber.In arriving at the cost per thousand feet, the lumber order
is divided roughly into three equal parts or classifications. These are as follows: One—planking
and decking; two—framing and bulkheads; by this is meant keel, stem, floors, stringers, deck
beams, etc., but not bent oak ribs. The third division is finish lumber and hardwood; hardwood to
include bending oak, hardwood trim, trunks, guards, etc.; the other, interior finish lumber and
miscellaneous. There will of course be several kinds of hardwood at different prices, but a
general average can be roughly estimated. As an example we will take the lumber required for a
45 ft. power cruiser shown by the chart to be about 6,500 ft.$327 ÷ 3 = $109 average price per
M. (or 1,000 ft.), $109 × 6.5 = $708.Adding something for mill work if amateur built, say $50. =
$758.In ascertaining the total cost of our 45 ft. power boat we will of course know the price of the
motor, and to this should be added a little more than 1/4 for accessories as mentioned before.
We will also know about what the cost of plans will be. We have now taken into account about
70% of the material cost of our boat as follows:Lumber
$758.Motor1000.Accessories215.Plans75.———MODERNBOAT BUILDINGBYEDWIN
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(page 3)PrefaceBOAT BUILDERS may be placed in two classifications, the amateur and the
professional. The amateur builds for the fun of it and to enjoy the fruits of his labor later on; the
professional for his bread and butter. They have a common bond in that both are vitally
interested in maintaining a high standard in an art in which few other man-made things require
more careful workmanship.This book is written in the hope that it will help maintain these high
standards; help the amateur to turn out a creditable piece of work and aid the apprentice boat
builder in learning his trade. The methods shown herein are pretty well standard throughout the
boat building world, and if carefully followed through will result in a well constructed craft, which,
combined with proper design, will be seaworthy and weatherly.“There is something about the
building of a boat, . . . that grips one’s attention and stirs up latent ambitions and enthusiasms”—
(page 3)PrefaceBOAT BUILDERS may be placed in two classifications, the amateur and the
professional. The amateur builds for the fun of it and to enjoy the fruits of his labor later on; the
professional for his bread and butter. They have a common bond in that both are vitally
interested in maintaining a high standard in an art in which few other man-made things require
more careful workmanship.This book is written in the hope that it will help maintain these high
standards; help the amateur to turn out a creditable piece of work and aid the apprentice boat
builder in learning his trade. The methods shown herein are pretty well standard throughout the
boat building world, and if carefully followed through will result in a well constructed craft, which,
combined with proper design, will be seaworthy and weatherly.Chapter IIN GENERALTHERE is
something about the building of a boat that differs from the building of anything else, something
that grips one’s attention and stirs up latent ambitions and enthusiasm. As with almost
everything connected with the sea, there is considerable romance associated with all manner of
boats, whether they be cargo carriers, fishermen, or just an average man’s pleasure boat.
Historians tell us this has been so all down the ages from the time man first drifted down the river
on a log with a stick in his hands for a paddle. The ancient and the primitive people took great
pride in their craft and associated them with all sorts of real and vague personalities, as witness
the decorations on the Phœnician and Viking ships, and on the war canoes of our own North
Pacific Indians. Our clipper ships had their beautifully carved figureheads, and while these have
vanished with the passing of the clipper bow, we still endow our boats with names of romance
and adventure. We also continue to sacrifice not a little in convenience and practicability to
graceful lines and an appearance pleasing to the eye.Considerable pleasure may be had in
constructing a piece of furniture or even a house, but after all it is something inanimate, while to
build a boat is to produce a thing of life and character. Few occupations offer an equal outlet for
man’s inborn urge to build something, and there is neither monotony nor drudgery nor very hard
labor; instead there is variety and light clean work, just difficult enough to challenge one’s ability
and hold his interest.One need not build or contemplate building to be interested in the boat
builder’s art, as the owner or yachtsman having one constructed, or for that matter already in
possession of a boat, is interested in construction methods and standard practice. He is
however at a disadvantage in not having technical knowledge or experience to guide him as to



how things should be done, and information regarding this subject is not readily
available.Various factors, one of them the crowding of our highways, have awakened or
promoted a revival in boating, and people have come to realize that there is no better form of
recreation. More boats are being constructed today than ever before, consequently more young
fellows are learning the trade and more amateurs are building their own boats. High schools in
coastal cities now have boat building classes in connection with their regular manual training
curriculum, and vocational schools teaching boat building exclusively have also been
established. It is for the students in these schools, the apprentice in the boat shop, the amateur
building his dream boat at home, and any one interested in how boats are constructed, that this
book is proposed as a guide and textbook.The professional builder can also perhaps glean
some useful information, not so much in construction methods, but from some of the cost data
and rigging and other details contained herein.A book, Small Boat Building, published by
Scribners in 1934 and written by the author, has had extensive distribution, but, as its name
implies, it is for smaller boats, such as rowboats, outboards, runabouts and small sailboats. No
attempt was made to cover the construction of the cruiser or large sailboat, and in fact the round-
bottom boat was not considered at all. Considerable inquiry for some publication that would
cover this field has prompted the publication of this manual, and it is felt that it will be of material
assistance to the student mechanic and the amateur.It would be well to state here that the
construction of a boat, excepting the simplest of box-like punts, requires considerable natural
mechanical ability or previous experience. As most amateurs who tackle a boat do so partly
because they enjoy working with tools, they therefore possess natural ability, and from my
observation generally wind up with a serviceable boat. Previous experience is of course a
wonderful aid; one amateur of my acquaintance built first a “Snipe,” comparatively easy to build,
his next boat was a 21 ft. keel sloop, and his latest a 34 footer. He has done a job that would be a
credit to any boat shop. It is not my purpose to discourage any one or shake his confidence, but
no one should undertake the task with the impression that building a boat is no trick at all.THE
PLANSThe wisdom of building from proper plans by a competent naval architect cannot be too
strongly stressed. Not only are time and labor saved but the builder is reasonably certain that the
boat will meet his expectations; will have a trim appearance and perform as a properly designed
boat should perform.“A little knowledge is a dangerous thing,” and nowhere is this phrase better
applied than to naval architecture. There are amateur and semi-professional designers scattered
throughout the land, who for a small fee or none at all will draw up your plans. Perfection in
marine design is gained only by years of experience and study; the fee that a recognized naval
architect will charge you is the best money you can spend on the boat. I am not stating this with
any idea of putting in an oar for my own profession, but because personal observation has
convinced me that it is true. Your boat will not only be a better boat but it will have a decidedly
greater resale value should the time ever come when you wish to dispose of it.The possibility of
wishing to sell the boat at some future time should always be kept in mind. Boat owners are
never satisfied and in a few years you may have something larger or faster in mind, and if your



present boat can be sold at a favorable figure the new one will probably be built. There are of
course other reasons or possibilities, some of them not too pleasant to contemplate, but
nevertheless to be reckoned with.TOOLSIt might be well here to mention tools required, as the
impression that a large number of expensive and elaborate machine tools are required is
erroneous. Fairly large, heavily built schooners have been built with no machine tools at all and
the planking ripped out with a sharp hand saw. It pays the boat shop of course to be elaborately
equipped with labor-saving machinery, but in building one boat, one or two pieces are all that is
required.For a boat of any size a power band saw is a great help, and perhaps also a power drill,
though the latter should not cost too much to own, as a good many holes can be drilled by hand
for a very few dollars. Work requiring a shaper, planer or rip saw can be taken to a shop, and
there will be but little that cannot be done by the band saw or hand tools.Aside from the ordinary
hand tools in common use, the builder will require a few special hand tools. For planking he will
need a hold on; this may consist of a short piece of shafting or maul head and is used to hold
against the frame when driving planking nails.Other tools are a small bevel, as shown in Fig. 29,
for planking, also a larger bevel, a wooden rabbet plane for fairing up planking, and some boat
clamps (see Chapter VII), at least a half dozen.Wooden planes are seldom available, though
universally used for some work by the professional. A wood smoothing plane is much superior
for smoothing off the hull, and a jack plane or jointer, either iron or wood, is a necessity for fairing
up plank edges at the bench.You will need of course a small caulking iron and the hand drill with
the turning handle on the side is much superior to the push type. When selecting bitts avoid the
large worm as it will often split the plank end, and be sure your bitt fits the plugs.BUILDING
COSTSBuilding your own spreads the construction over quite a long period, thus making it
possible to finance it as the work progresses; however, a few hasty figures are likely to prove
very deceptive. Often the cost of the lumber order is carefully figured under the impression that
aside from the power plant this will be the major cost. Roughly speaking it is really about 20% of
the total. Hardware, tanks, fittings, nails and rigging and other items make up the balance, and
the cost of all these should be carefully ascertained with a little more added for items
overlooked, and unforeseen expense.The prime motive after all in building one’s own boat is the
saving derived therefrom. There are of course other reasons, generally secondary however,
such as the pride of accomplishment, the natural urge to build, or a father may vision a healthy
and wholesome employment of his son’s spare time and an outlet for his surplus energy. The
fact remains, however, that those who can abundantly afford it generally purchase the
completed boat ready to step into and start cruising.The boat builder, amateur or professional, is
therefore vitally interested in building costs, and the amateur in the amount of saving he can
realize by doing part or all the work himself. To show graphically how the average boat dollar is
distributed, I have constructed the graphs on pages 6 and 8. Material and labor costs vary
greatly with conditions and locality and it is too much to expect more than a rough estimate from
any such chart, no matter how carefully compiled. For instance, one builder could plank his boat
with teak, another with pine; one owner may equip his boat lavishly and another very plainly, thus



throwing out of proportion these items. All sailors know that whereas the local sailmaker may
make a fairly good suit of sails for $100, several firms in the cup defender class will charge three
times this amount.The item of motor accessories is shown to be more than one-quarter for the
power boat and for the sailboat about one-third the cost of the motor. By accessories is meant all
items and equipment pertaining to the propelling equipment aside from the motor. As this
estimate may seem high I have listed these items required on a small four-cylinder gas engine of
probably about 40 H.P. With expensive motors this ratio will of course be lower, and with the
cheaper motor it will not be quite high enough.The list on page 8 will show the importance of
carefully listing each part or item entering into the construction of the boat. Without first obtaining
complete plans and specifications this of course cannot be done; however, a fairly close
estimate can be made using these cost graphs or charts. They should be useful to the
professional builder also as a rough check on his figures and would prevent the wide divergence
in bids so often noted, in which some one always bids too low, to his sorrow.Stuffing box
$2.15Stern bearing1.70Shaft8.75Propeller10.50Intake scoop1.00Valves3.05Silencer and
exhaust pipe13.20Bell cranks for controls4.11Copper tubing2.45Gasoline strainer4.80Starter
cable1.20Fuse and block1.00Sea cock1.15Engine bolts1.32Choke and
wire3.10Battery8.00Machine work10.00Miscellaneous10.00———$87.48COST ESTIMATEThe
amount of lumber required in the building of the average power cruiser is shown by the following
curve; heavily built boats will run a little over and lightly built a little less. The length over all will
give the total amount to be used in the construction of the boat and from this figure we can
closely estimate the cost of the lumber.In arriving at the cost per thousand feet, the lumber order
is divided roughly into three equal parts or classifications. These are as follows: One—planking
and decking; two—framing and bulkheads; by this is meant keel, stem, floors, stringers, deck
beams, etc., but not bent oak ribs. The third division is finish lumber and hardwood; hardwood to
include bending oak, hardwood trim, trunks, guards, etc.; the other, interior finish lumber and
miscellaneous. There will of course be several kinds of hardwood at different prices, but a
general average can be roughly estimated. As an example we will take the lumber required for a
45 ft. power cruiser shown by the chart to be about 6,500 ft.$327 ÷ 3 = $109 average price per
M. (or 1,000 ft.), $109 × 6.5 = $708.Adding something for mill work if amateur built, say $50. =
$758.In ascertaining the total cost of our 45 ft. power boat we will of course know the price of the
motor, and to this should be added a little more than 1/4 for accessories as mentioned before.
We will also know about what the cost of plans will be. We have now taken into account about
70% of the material cost of our boat as follows:Lumber
$758.Motor1000.Accessories215.Plans75.———Chapter IIN GENERALTHERE is something
about the building of a boat that differs from the building of anything else, something that grips
one’s attention and stirs up latent ambitions and enthusiasm. As with almost everything
connected with the sea, there is considerable romance associated with all manner of boats,
whether they be cargo carriers, fishermen, or just an average man’s pleasure boat. Historians tell
us this has been so all down the ages from the time man first drifted down the river on a log with



a stick in his hands for a paddle. The ancient and the primitive people took great pride in their
craft and associated them with all sorts of real and vague personalities, as witness the
decorations on the Phœnician and Viking ships, and on the war canoes of our own North Pacific
Indians. Our clipper ships had their beautifully carved figureheads, and while these have
vanished with the passing of the clipper bow, we still endow our boats with names of romance
and adventure. We also continue to sacrifice not a little in convenience and practicability to
graceful lines and an appearance pleasing to the eye.Considerable pleasure may be had in
constructing a piece of furniture or even a house, but after all it is something inanimate, while to
build a boat is to produce a thing of life and character. Few occupations offer an equal outlet for
man’s inborn urge to build something, and there is neither monotony nor drudgery nor very hard
labor; instead there is variety and light clean work, just difficult enough to challenge one’s ability
and hold his interest.One need not build or contemplate building to be interested in the boat
builder’s art, as the owner or yachtsman having one constructed, or for that matter already in
possession of a boat, is interested in construction methods and standard practice. He is
however at a disadvantage in not having technical knowledge or experience to guide him as to
how things should be done, and information regarding this subject is not readily
available.Various factors, one of them the crowding of our highways, have awakened or
promoted a revival in boating, and people have come to realize that there is no better form of
recreation. More boats are being constructed today than ever before, consequently more young
fellows are learning the trade and more amateurs are building their own boats. High schools in
coastal cities now have boat building classes in connection with their regular manual training
curriculum, and vocational schools teaching boat building exclusively have also been
established. It is for the students in these schools, the apprentice in the boat shop, the amateur
building his dream boat at home, and any one interested in how boats are constructed, that this
book is proposed as a guide and textbook.The professional builder can also perhaps glean
some useful information, not so much in construction methods, but from some of the cost data
and rigging and other details contained herein.A book, Small Boat Building, published by
Scribners in 1934 and written by the author, has had extensive distribution, but, as its name
implies, it is for smaller boats, such as rowboats, outboards, runabouts and small sailboats. No
attempt was made to cover the construction of the cruiser or large sailboat, and in fact the round-
bottom boat was not considered at all. Considerable inquiry for some publication that would
cover this field has prompted the publication of this manual, and it is felt that it will be of material
assistance to the student mechanic and the amateur.It would be well to state here that the
construction of a boat, excepting the simplest of box-like punts, requires considerable natural
mechanical ability or previous experience. As most amateurs who tackle a boat do so partly
because they enjoy working with tools, they therefore possess natural ability, and from my
observation generally wind up with a serviceable boat. Previous experience is of course a
wonderful aid; one amateur of my acquaintance built first a “Snipe,” comparatively easy to build,
his next boat was a 21 ft. keel sloop, and his latest a 34 footer. He has done a job that would be a



credit to any boat shop. It is not my purpose to discourage any one or shake his confidence, but
no one should undertake the task with the impression that building a boat is no trick at all.THE
PLANSThe wisdom of building from proper plans by a competent naval architect cannot be too
strongly stressed. Not only are time and labor saved but the builder is reasonably certain that the
boat will meet his expectations; will have a trim appearance and perform as a properly designed
boat should perform.“A little knowledge is a dangerous thing,” and nowhere is this phrase better
applied than to naval architecture. There are amateur and semi-professional designers scattered
throughout the land, who for a small fee or none at all will draw up your plans. Perfection in
marine design is gained only by years of experience and study; the fee that a recognized naval
architect will charge you is the best money you can spend on the boat. I am not stating this with
any idea of putting in an oar for my own profession, but because personal observation has
convinced me that it is true. Your boat will not only be a better boat but it will have a decidedly
greater resale value should the time ever come when you wish to dispose of it.The possibility of
wishing to sell the boat at some future time should always be kept in mind. Boat owners are
never satisfied and in a few years you may have something larger or faster in mind, and if your
present boat can be sold at a favorable figure the new one will probably be built. There are of
course other reasons or possibilities, some of them not too pleasant to contemplate, but
nevertheless to be reckoned with.TOOLSIt might be well here to mention tools required, as the
impression that a large number of expensive and elaborate machine tools are required is
erroneous. Fairly large, heavily built schooners have been built with no machine tools at all and
the planking ripped out with a sharp hand saw. It pays the boat shop of course to be elaborately
equipped with labor-saving machinery, but in building one boat, one or two pieces are all that is
required.For a boat of any size a power band saw is a great help, and perhaps also a power drill,
though the latter should not cost too much to own, as a good many holes can be drilled by hand
for a very few dollars. Work requiring a shaper, planer or rip saw can be taken to a shop, and
there will be but little that cannot be done by the band saw or hand tools.Aside from the ordinary
hand tools in common use, the builder will require a few special hand tools. For planking he will
need a hold on; this may consist of a short piece of shafting or maul head and is used to hold
against the frame when driving planking nails.Other tools are a small bevel, as shown in Fig. 29,
for planking, also a larger bevel, a wooden rabbet plane for fairing up planking, and some boat
clamps (see Chapter VII), at least a half dozen.Wooden planes are seldom available, though
universally used for some work by the professional. A wood smoothing plane is much superior
for smoothing off the hull, and a jack plane or jointer, either iron or wood, is a necessity for fairing
up plank edges at the bench.You will need of course a small caulking iron and the hand drill with
the turning handle on the side is much superior to the push type. When selecting bitts avoid the
large worm as it will often split the plank end, and be sure your bitt fits the plugs.BUILDING
COSTSBuilding your own spreads the construction over quite a long period, thus making it
possible to finance it as the work progresses; however, a few hasty figures are likely to prove
very deceptive. Often the cost of the lumber order is carefully figured under the impression that



aside from the power plant this will be the major cost. Roughly speaking it is really about 20% of
the total. Hardware, tanks, fittings, nails and rigging and other items make up the balance, and
the cost of all these should be carefully ascertained with a little more added for items
overlooked, and unforeseen expense.The prime motive after all in building one’s own boat is the
saving derived therefrom. There are of course other reasons, generally secondary however,
such as the pride of accomplishment, the natural urge to build, or a father may vision a healthy
and wholesome employment of his son’s spare time and an outlet for his surplus energy. The
fact remains, however, that those who can abundantly afford it generally purchase the
completed boat ready to step into and start cruising.The boat builder, amateur or professional, is
therefore vitally interested in building costs, and the amateur in the amount of saving he can
realize by doing part or all the work himself. To show graphically how the average boat dollar is
distributed, I have constructed the graphs on pages 6 and 8. Material and labor costs vary
greatly with conditions and locality and it is too much to expect more than a rough estimate from
any such chart, no matter how carefully compiled. For instance, one builder could plank his boat
with teak, another with pine; one owner may equip his boat lavishly and another very plainly, thus
throwing out of proportion these items. All sailors know that whereas the local sailmaker may
make a fairly good suit of sails for $100, several firms in the cup defender class will charge three
times this amount.The item of motor accessories is shown to be more than one-quarter for the
power boat and for the sailboat about one-third the cost of the motor. By accessories is meant all
items and equipment pertaining to the propelling equipment aside from the motor. As this
estimate may seem high I have listed these items required on a small four-cylinder gas engine of
probably about 40 H.P. With expensive motors this ratio will of course be lower, and with the
cheaper motor it will not be quite high enough.The list on page 8 will show the importance of
carefully listing each part or item entering into the construction of the boat. Without first obtaining
complete plans and specifications this of course cannot be done; however, a fairly close
estimate can be made using these cost graphs or charts. They should be useful to the
professional builder also as a rough check on his figures and would prevent the wide divergence
in bids so often noted, in which some one always bids too low, to his sorrow.Stuffing box
$2.15Stern bearing1.70Shaft8.75Propeller10.50Intake scoop1.00Valves3.05Silencer and
exhaust pipe13.20Bell cranks for controls4.11Copper tubing2.45Gasoline strainer4.80Starter
cable1.20Fuse and block1.00Sea cock1.15Engine bolts1.32Choke and
wire3.10Battery8.00Machine work10.00Miscellaneous10.00———$87.48Stuffing boxStuffing
box$2.15 Stern bearing1.70 Shaft8.75 Propeller10.50 Intake scoop1.00 Valves3.05 Silencer
and exhaust pipe13.20 Bell cranks for controls4.11 Copper tubing2.45 Gasoline strainer4.80
Starter cable1.20 Fuse and block1.00 Sea cock1.15 Engine bolts1.32 Choke and wire3.10
Battery8.00 Machine work10.00 Miscellaneous10.00 ———$87.48 COST ESTIMATEThe
amount of lumber required in the building of the average power cruiser is shown by the following
curve; heavily built boats will run a little over and lightly built a little less. The length over all will
give the total amount to be used in the construction of the boat and from this figure we can



closely estimate the cost of the lumber.In arriving at the cost per thousand feet, the lumber order
is divided roughly into three equal parts or classifications. These are as follows: One—planking
and decking; two—framing and bulkheads; by this is meant keel, stem, floors, stringers, deck
beams, etc., but not bent oak ribs. The third division is finish lumber and hardwood; hardwood to
include bending oak, hardwood trim, trunks, guards, etc.; the other, interior finish lumber and
miscellaneous. There will of course be several kinds of hardwood at different prices, but a
general average can be roughly estimated. As an example we will take the lumber required for a
45 ft. power cruiser shown by the chart to be about 6,500 ft.$327 ÷ 3 = $109 average price per
M. (or 1,000 ft.), $109 × 6.5 = $708.Adding something for mill work if amateur built, say $50. =
$758.In ascertaining the total cost of our 45 ft. power boat we will of course know the price of the
motor, and to this should be added a little more than 1/4 for accessories as mentioned before.
We will also know about what the cost of plans will be. We have now taken into account about
70% of the material cost of our boat as follows:Lumber
$758.Motor1000.Accessories215.Plans75.———Lumber
$758.Motor1000.Accessories215.Plans75.———
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